TO THE EDITOR: There appears to be a general consensus among the participants in the debate (see Comments in Ref. 4) that the additional electrically elicited force on top of a voluntary isometric contraction is a qualitative measure of muscle (in)activation, whereas there is less agreement whether single pulses, doublets, or pulse trains should be used. We made sure not to complicate the debate by mentioning fatigue, but evidently the interpolated twitch technique needs validation under various fatigue conditions. Most importantly, many agree with us that (great) care has to be taken when using muscle activation in calculating the maximal force capacity of the muscle(group): a voluntary activation of 90% does not imply a force reserve of 10%. Determinations of maximal force capacity involve extrapolation and the question whether the shape of the relationships between voluntary force and superimposed responses Fig. 1 in Ref. 1 is inherent in physiology or a consequence of the method used is important.
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Unfortunately, there are no perfect nerve-muscle combinations that allow comparing the torque exerted by selective maximal electrical nerve stimulation of the single muscle(group) responsible for torque production across a joint with the torque produced during voluntary effort with superimposed stimulation. Anatomical (and ethical) constraints make it fairly impossible to determine the true maximum force-generating ability of muscles in vivo. Nevertheless, maximal tetanic femoral nerve stimulation in two subjects resulted in a maximal knee extensor torque consistent with the relationships depicted in Fig. 1 of Ref. 1 . Although methodological explanations cannot be ruled out, our finding of reproducible different relationships between voluntary torque and superimposed torque between subjects in the same study using the same equipment argue against many methodological explanations for such intersubject variation.
Computational models are helpful in predicting and explaining the size of superimposed twitch torques but there remain some uncertainties. Experimental data on motor unit recruitment and maximal obtainable discharge rates in the high-force range of large muscles are still scarce and values may vary between muscles and subjects. In addition, computational models do not predict experimentally found curvilinear force EMG relationships (e.g., Ref. 5), which indicates that the equations used in computational models may need to be adjusted. Nevertheless, the models do predict that additional action potentials: either voluntarily elicited or electrically imposed upon MVC will hardly increase isometric force when maximal torque capacity is approached. From a theoretical point of view this may be a desirable property but in practice this makes it difficult to differentiate among subjects. During force development, which from a functional point of view is at least as important as maximal isometric force, excitation needed for maximal speed of force rise is considerably higher than the levels sufficient for maximal isometric force (2) . Consequently, the capacity for rapid force development may be a useful parameter to differentiate for voluntary activation capacity between subjects (3). Especially since inexperienced subjects exert less force when they expect an electrical pulse during an MVC compared to an MVC without superimposed stimulation.
